Hundreds of people and parents gathered on the Ocean Beach Pier on Monday, Aug. 15 to watch as participants in the San Diego Junior Lifeguard Program’s second session jump off the pier in an annual tradition.
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Peninsula community leaders offered comments – and suggestions – on problematic homelessness.

Robert Goldyn, vice chair of the Peninsula Community Planning Board (PCPB), speaking for himself as a Point Loma Heights resident, noted Point Loma is “quite different than OB.”

For the most part, the homeless are not too great of a population in the Peninsula as compared to OB,” Goldyn said, noting, “It is really difficult to address and rec--

SEE HOMELESS, Page 2

‘Our community lives with this picture ... tents, mattresses, filthy clothing.

CECILIA CARRICK
COMMUNITY ACTIVIST

Group against PLHS lights, SDUSD agree to mediation

Neighbors opposed to adding lights to Point Loma High School’s Stadium and the San Diego Unified School District, which approved the proposal, have agreed to submit to third-party mediation in an attempt to resolve their differences.

In May, San Diego Unified School District (SDUSD) unanimously endorsed environmental documents for Point Loma High’s long-term modernization, which includes stadium lights. District trustees then voted 5-0 July 12 in favor of a master-planned, Whole Site Modernization and Athletic Facilities Upgrades Project for the high school. Shortly thereafter, 17 neighbors of the high school

SEE LIGHTS, Page 20
**Homeless Awareness**

Continued from Page 1

Hybrid hippies,” said Jackson. “A lot of them have very bad attitudes and are very disrespectful and sometimes combative – which is disturbing.”

Robert (Tripp) Jackson is immediate past president of the Point Loma Association (PLA), a community nonprofit working for beautification and civic improvement. He noted the old school homeless population is gradually being replaced by traveling kids.

“These are your soul-searching, hybrid hippies,” said Jackson. “A lot of them have very bad attitudes and are very disrespectful and sometimes combative – which is disturbing.”

Jackson noted high-profile, sign-carrying panhandlers work the medians at prominent community access points. He discussed a scene he witnessed once with panhandlers counting their “donations” following a dayshift of begging at a local bar-restaurant.

“They (homeless) would walk the Rosecrans-Nimitz corner, and they’d come into the bar-restaurant afterward and would be buying filet mignons and expensive pitchers of beer and shooting pool,” Jackson said, pointing out this group of about half a dozen panhandlers had gathered more than $800 in “donations,” and we’re counting their cash.

“We can do this every day,” a panhandler told Jackson, adding, “Why would we want to go to a homeless place (shelter) where you have strict rules, have a 5 p.m. curfew and are expected to go out and get a job?”

Jackson said the encounter left a lasting impression on him. “If you got $850 a day standing on the corner seven days a week, you’d be doing as good (or better) than most professionals,” Jackson said. “I was kind of speechless. It was really unbelievable to see the potential of what they could really do.”

The Point Loma Realtor added that Peninsula homeless are also drawn to vacant retail spaces, like the old Arby’s site on Rosecrans.

“There’s a whole encampment of them (homeless) sleeping over there and working the medians,” Jackson said, noting he knows someone up the hill above SabaTini’s Liquor Deli at 1780 Rosecrans St.

“He told me they have women in the mix, who have much more potential (for collecting handouts), especially if they’re younger.”

Cecilia Carrick is a community activist and a PLA member. Describing herself as being among the “silent majority,” Carrick noted the Peninsula homeless population is a kaleidoscope including: severely mentally ill people incapable of accepting their own need for chronic medication; those with debilitating addictions, in and out of jail, incapable of holding down jobs and resorting to petty crime to survive; a population that, through illness or loss of a job are eviction from their dwellings, are unable to re-insert themselves into the housing market; and lazy ne’er do wells that refuse to contribute, only to destroy and deface, refusing to abide by any of the local ordinances.
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LA PLAYA | $1,895,000

Custom La Playa home in a serene location of Pt Loma. The Mediterranean style lends itself to today’s lifestyle with an open floor plan.

Michele Kitchin
(619) 518-7707
Serving San Diego Since 1985
www.MicheleKitchin.com
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This home lends itself to huge potential to expand the footprint for adding more bay/city views.
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This 1br 1ba condo features a remodeled kitchen, fresh paint & new carpet. Close to all this is a great starter home!
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Perched high above it all, this 3+br 2ba features lots of upgrades & spacious rooms w/ glass doors leading to a large view deck!
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Italian Villa in the Wooded Area. Open floor plan with travertine & hardwood floors. Approx 3820 sq ft, 4br 4ba, pool, 3-car garage.
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Three myths about San Diego’s homeless

By LISA HALVERSTADT | VOICE OF SAN DIEGO

As more tents go up across San Diego, more San Diegans are talking about homelessness — and many of the same myths keep circulating.

We’ve all heard them: Most homeless folks are mentally ill. They don’t want our help. They’re moving here in droves.

None of those statements is entirely true. But perhaps they serve a purpose. All are convenient crutches that make it easier to avoid confronting the hard work necessary to aid the homeless, especially those who seemhardest to reach.

Some of them involve placing blame or making excuses, which are easier to do than having the tougher, solutions-oriented conversations about whether we’re doing enough to help the homeless and whether the resources we’re offering them are working. Here are the facts on three of the most persistent myths about the homeless in San Diego.

Myth: Most homeless people have serious mental illnesses.

The most memorable encounters many of us have with the homeless are with those who seem to be mentally ill and that can lead to some faulty conclusions.

For that reason, there’s a tendency to link homelessness and mental ill-ness — and to suggest it’s a major road-block to eradicating an overwhelming social problem.

In recent interviews with political candidates, the Union-Tribune’s editorial board repeatedly suggested it wouldn’t be possible to end homelessness in San Diego because that “would mean ending mental illness.”

Yet only a fraction of San Diegans who live on the street report having serious mental illnesses. This January, volunteers surveyed hundreds who live on the street and used the responses they received to gauge the likely percentage of the unsheltered population considered mentally ill.

The Regional Task Force on the Homeless, which conducts the count, estimated just 14 percent of the unsheltered homeless in San Diego have a mental illness.

Since those stats do rely on self-reporting, I did more research and found this conclusion by University of Pennsylvania professor Dennis Culhane, who’s done extensive data-crunching on mental illness among the homeless.

Here’s what he wrote in a 2010 op-ed for The Washington Post: “In my own research, I have calculated that the rate of severe mental illness among the homeless (including families and children) is 13 to 15 percent. Among the much smaller group of single adults who are chronically homeless, however, the rate reaches 30 to 40 percent.”

(The Task Force estimates 22 percent of the county’s homeless population is chronically homeless, which means they’ve been homeless for more than a year or had multiple stints of homelessness.)

Culhane told me he stands by that national estimate today, though he believes the percentage of chronically homeless adults with serious mental illnesses is probably closer to 30 percent.

Myth: Most of San Diego’s homeless moved here from elsewhere.

Anyone who lives in San Diego knows we’ve got a mild climate with fewer cold nights than other parts of the country. This helps fuel the assumption that much of San Diego’s homeless population came here from one of those less-comfortable places.

A Business Insider piece, for example, chronicled nomadic folks who “seek refuge from colder climates on the warm beaches and bays of Southern California. Here, they regroup, reconnect, and plan ahead for their next move” — reinforcing the idea that outsiders comprise a large share of San Diego’s homeless population.

Even Alpha Project CEO Bob McElroy, whose nonprofit aims to combat homelessness locally, has sometimes seemed to imply San Diego’s weather could be drawing the homeless here.

“Smart homeless people are in San Diego, dummies are on 1-2 foot snow drifts back east somewhere,” McElroy told KUSI last year.

But data that’s been collected about such movements doesn’t support the theory that there’s massive migration to San Diego.

The latest point-in-time count survey included a question that aimed to address whether homeless folks were migrating to San Diego.

The Regional Task Force on the Homeless has since estimated that 70 percent of San Diego’s unsheltered homeless population became homeless in San Diego and that just 24 percent became homeless elsewhere before coming here.

Dolores Diaz, who leads the Task Force, has noted that migration within San Diego — particularly, to downtown San Diego — is far more common.

Tales of the homeless folks migrating aren’t unique to San Diego, so the Veteran Affairs’ National Center on Homelessness Among Veterans took a look at such movements for a national analysis published last fall.

The VA think tank tracked more than 113,000 veterans who accessed the agency’s homeless services and found just 15 percent moved across large geographic areas during a two-year period.

“The converse of this is that over five-sixths of this study group were stationary or moved only in a local context,” the analysis says. “Even when looking only at those veterans who were homeless for extended episodes, migration is more the exception than the norm.”

Myth: Many of San Diego’s homeless aren’t interested in getting off the streets.

It’s a comment often expressed in exacerbation when the conversation turns to ending homelessness in San Diego, a goal that can seem insurmountable after years of effort.

Many homeless people in San Diego don’t want help. They prefer life on the street, they say.

San Diego authorities do face big challenges as they try to get the homeless into shelter but the truth is far more complicated than this myth implies.

For one, many people do want to get in shelter but can face weeks-long wait lists and seemingly complex sign-up processes to get into those beds. The latter can be enough to discourage some people. More crucially, shelters aren’t always inviting places for the homeless.

The net result for the VA region that includes San Diego, other parts of Southern California and southern Nevada, further drives home the insignificance of homeless migration, researcher Stephen Metraux found 14 percent of those who utilized VA homeless services in the region moved out and 13 percent moved in — meaning there was actually a net loss of 107 veterans in the region.

Metraux also emphasized that there wasn’t a massive movement to warmer weather cities like San Diego during the winter months.

Fast & easy tips to get the best price for your home

SAN DIEGO. Because your home may well be your largest asset, selling it is probably one of the most important decisions you will make in your life. And once you have made that decision, you’ll want to sell your home for the highest price in the shortest time possible without compromising your sanity.

To assist home sellers, a new industry report has just been released called “27 Valuable Tips That You Should Know to Get Your Home Sold Fast and for Top Dollar.”

In this report you’ll discover how to avoid financial disaster when selling your home. Using a common-sense approach you will get straight facts about what can make or break the sale of your home.

You owe it to yourself to learn how these important tips will give you the competitive edge to get your home sold fast and for the most amount of money.

To hear a brief recorded message about how to order your FREE special reportNow, call toll-free 1-800-276-0763 and enter 1023.

You can call any time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Get your free special report NOW.
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PLNU String Project

Does your child play or want to learn the violin, viola, or cello?

Ages: 7 to young teen
Cost: $350/year
Classes start last week of September

Contact Philip Tyler at (858) 849-2620
or phry@pointsa.edu.
Homeless expert: ‘Understanding, resources and leadership is needed’

Michael McConnell, a San Diego business owner and long-time philanthropist, is determined to solve homelessness in San Diego. The founder of the Facebook page Homelessness News San Diego, says the city is full of different real homes, homelessness and the solution lies in leadership and the community.

McConnell has been a business man for more than 35 years and was the vice president of the board of directors for the Regional Task Force on Homelessness for nearly two years.

The Peninsula Beacon spoke with McConnell about homelessness in the beach communities.

**BBP:** Where does your passion to end homelessness in San Diego come from?

**MM:** I am a long-time San Diego business owner. I did that for more than 15 years and I decided I wanted to do something different so I chose to help the homeless. I had a brother who was mentally ill and while he was not homeless, he struggled, and I see my brother in the people who are sick and on the streets.

This helps me understand them and under what circumstances they just don't want to be there. So my brother was a big factor for me, but the big big factor is the beautiful ripple effect that solving homelessness has on a community.

The effect on businesses, on tourism and on housing. As “America’s Finest City,” we need to be treating all of our citizens, those on and off the streets, like they deserve, especially in “America’s Finest City.”

**BBP:** Do the kinds of people who are homeless vary depending on where they settle?

**MM:** The beaches are home to a lot more young people. Definitely more younger than downtown or the panhandlers minors and those in the transitioning age and a few older. I definitely don’t see a lot of families along the beach that’s for sure. There are definitely fewer services, which creates a different dynamic than other places in the city. People say there are so many homeless downtown because the services and agencies are down there and they are, but that just isn’t the case for the beaches.

There are a lot less agencies, housing options and shelters in the beach communities. Because of this lack of services, a lot of these people became homeless in the beach communities, or they just want to remain close to the people they are comfortable with or another. This is totally different from say homeless in downtown.

**BBP:** Do you know of any initiatives, programs or agencies that work to specifically help the beach communities and/or the homeless youth?

**MM:** A great agency helping the situation in a beach community is the Pacific Beach Homeless Coalition. They have a Facebook page you should definitely look at and they have meetings.

I went to one and there they offer services like meal sharing and laundry programs. Ocean Beach has always been a hotspot for the homeless, and I’m not sure about the agencies at work there, but I know the churches out there do their part.

There is also San Diego Youth Services. They do great street outreach.

**BBP:** How is homelessness in communities across San Diego being addressed?

**MM:** There is something called the Regional Continuum of Care or the RCC as I’ll refer to it. It is designed to promote community-wide commitment to end homelessness. It is part of a regional response to homelessness. Communities get funds to assist this regional response. This money is then put into initiatives.

**BBP:** Have you seen other cities deal with homelessness successfully or use models that you think we should follow here in San Diego?

**MM:** Yes, definitely in central Orlando, Fla. They have made dramatic progress. Houston as well.

Philadelphia is another place with dramatic progress. They created additions to their resources rather than just displacing the homeless there. They added more outreach people and put out more beds. It was about increasing the available resources for them not about displacing these people. But Orlando did great work, so did Houston.

**BBP:** What are the different initiatives, projects and programs you know about in San Diego, and in your opinion, how successful are they?

**MM:** For veterans, who in large part settle in areas like downtown, the Opening Doors Committee is a federal initiative trying to end veteran homelessness. The Opening Doors Committee has big goals but have put in great effort recently. Housing for Heroes is another that deals with the shutdown and the eviction of homeless veterans directly into housing. These provide assistance to the regional effort of ending homelessness throughout the county.

There is also San Diego Youth Services working on a youth initiative for working people who have serious mental illnesses across San Diego County. The goal is to provide 24-hour access to necessary services. They have already placed more than 1,250 people with a housing agency and instilling a systematic placement process. There is an assessment done to determine what kind of housing someone needs and where they are placed.

The issue is that people tend to get into multiple programs and on multiple waitlists in an attempt to get help, but this creates a duplication of services. One for All helps coordinate and oversees the Continuance of Care to match the homeless with the right services and care. This streamlines the duplication of work and services.

This helps more people more effectively with what they need and an amount of money. There is a shift happening from an older ineffective and inefficient method. The shift puts housing first and services second, and this is a major transformation and a big fund-

**BBP:** Do you feel the way homelessness was addressed surrounding the All-Star Game and Comic-Con was displacement rather than developing resources?

**MM:** The thing is, especially during these events, the homeless do not want to be in your way. They don’t want to be a bother. They are on the street because there is nowhere else for them to be and they are on the streets downtown because there is close to many of their services. We should have invested in resources is what we should have done. We do not need to hide these people but help them.

**BBP:** What do you think are San Diego’s next steps?

**MM:** It is all about the leadership. We have a mayor who won’t step up, he is holding us back here. He has put this on the police, and yes, the law enforcement need to be involved.

There are criminals everywhere but they are not sleeping on the street. We have criminalized homelessness and it is a waste of money when there are real crimes occurring elsewhere.

If these are homeless in downtown, Hillcrest, or the beach, the solutions are the same. The solutions for the beach communities remain the same as elsewhere in the city. We need to get a better understanding of the youth in the community and that can help us understand homelessness along the coast. Across the country there needs to be a push to solving youth homelessness.

**BBP:** What are your thoughts on the fact that leadership and action taken against the homeless community?

**MM:** Criminals are preying on the homeless. Some are other homeless and some are just criminals preying on the homeless.

The mayor is all about climate change, he’s going to solve the climate crisis. If the mayor would tackle this like he wants to tackle climate change, we would make changes. Really, I mean, I have news for him. Homelessness is easier to solve than climate change. Other cities have learned this and he should learn from them.

**BBP:** What would you like to see the mayor do?

**MM:** We need to rally the faith community and the businesses and the people. We have to get in the sandbox together, but we also have to go in the right direction.

---

**Support continued from Page 2**

contemporary society’s decency rules.

“Our community lives with this picture – tents, mattresses, bags of filthy clothing and litter, furniture, bottles filled with urine, outhouse stations behind our alleys, stores and homes,” she said. “Whether volunteer, homeowner or business owner, most in our beach community have been negatively impacted by the homelessness trail.”

Carrick offered these possible solutions for combating homelessness:

- A pitch for the temporary, scattered site, supportive services approach.
- Set up sturdy inexpensive National Park-type simple solar sanitary facilities discretely located near homeless, underpasses or other sites that can be accessed as regularly.
- A trial of small groupings of movable “tiny houses” placed near public transportation in areas all over the county for basic shelter for people wishing to stay off the street with supportive site visits from social services.
- Stronger temporary support for families with delinquent rents. The high bar of re-entering the housing market after an eviction makes for an insurmountable challenge, especially in beach communities.
- Decriminalize the homeless tax” on all of us. Carrick said. “Yes folks, the art community needs it and has it. Cap it, restrict its use and adjust for inflation.
- Let’s stop giving those dollars to median panhandlers and save a lot by pitching in a little.” Carrick concluded.

---

**Homeless Awareness: ‘Understanding, resources and leadership is needed’**

Michael McConnell, a San Diego business owner and long-time philanthropist, is determined to solve homelessness in San Diego. The founder of the Facebook page Homelessness News San Diego, says the city is full of different real homes, homelessness and the solution lies in leadership and the community.

McConnell has been a business man for more than 35 years and was the vice president of the board of directors for the Regional Task Force on Homelessness for nearly two years. The Peninsula Beacon spoke with McConnell about homelessness in the beach communities.

**BBP:** Where does your passion to end homelessness in San Diego come from?

**MM:** I am a long-time San Diego business owner. I did that for more than 15 years and I decided I wanted to do something different so I chose to help the homeless. I had a brother who was mentally ill and while he was not homeless, he struggled, and I see my brother in the people who are sick and on the streets.

This helps me understand them and under what circumstances they just don’t want to be there. So my brother was a big factor for me, but the big big factor is the beautiful ripple effect that solving homelessness has on a community.

The effect on businesses, on tourism and on housing. As “America’s Finest City,” we need to be treating all of our citizens, those on and off the streets, like they deserve, especially in “America’s Finest City.”

**BBP:** Do the kinds of people who are homeless vary depending on where they settle?

**MM:** The beaches are home to a lot more young people. Definitely more younger than downtown or the panhandled minors and those in the transitioning age and a few older. I definitely don’t see a lot of families along the beach that’s for sure. There are definitely fewer services, which creates a different dynamic than other places in the city. People say there are so many homeless downtown because the services and agencies are
OCEAN AND CLIFF RESCUES INCREASING

By DAVE SCHWAB

By most accounts, it’s been a taxing summer for lifeguards as sunny days, warm waters and the San Diego beach vibe have drawn huge crowds to local beaches. But as crowds increase so do the dangers – and the workload – for San Diego lifeguards.

“Lifeguards have had one heck of a summer,” said San Diego Lifeguard Sgt. Ed Harris. “Millions of people visit San Diego beaches every year. And this year has been one of the busiest.

“As massive numbers visit this beautiful coastline, the San Diego Lifeguard Service has responded to thousands of emergencies,” said Harris, who is also the lifeguard union chief. “Those rescues include water, cliff, boating calls and medical aids.”

Pointing out guards “provide a wide array of safety services designed to keep locals and visitors safe,” Harris added. “Every station, from Ocean Beach to Torrey Pines, has done an incredible job pulling beach patrons to safety.”

Harris noted lifeguards’ peak season begins in June “when hundreds of seasonal lifeguards join our year-round guards in staffing oceanfront stations. We are all proud and thankful of our seasonal lifeguards who are the backbone of our summer operation.”

Due to the large surf and consistent swell brought about by this year’s El Niño, Harris noted the biggest change is that “the sand has shifted drastically. The combination of shifting sand and constant south swell this summer, has made the rip currents strong and prevalent. These rip currents have continuously pulled throughout the Mission Beach Strand for most of the summer.”

In July, Harris noted Mission Beach made 1,569 rescues alone.

“In La Jolla and Sunset Cliffs, the pocket beaches have been hosting unprecedented crowds, and this has resulted in a number of critical rescues,” Harris said, adding, “There are no ‘local’ beaches anymore. These areas are experiencing extremely high-rescue counts.”

Pointing out pocket beaches “are rockier and often have bigger surf,” Harris added

Back to school: earlier start date, vaccines required

By DAVE SCHWAB | The Beacon

With the new school year nearly here, Peninsula parents are being reminded by the San Diego Unified School District that in 2016 school schedules begin Monday, Aug. 29, not the day after Labor Day.

“We’ve been reminding parents about the new start for the last several months,” said Jennifer Cornelius Rodriguez, SDUSD’s information services-specialist—communications. “It’s posted at, www.sandiegounified.org, and all school websites, and we posted a reminder in our Unified Vision newsletter that goes out to all parents.”

Cornelius Rodriguez noted district superintendent Cindy Marten “has also done several TV spots, in which she reminds parents about the first day of school. We’ll be doing some additional outreach to parents in the next few weeks.”

SDUSD has also published this checklist for parents for preparing for the upcoming school year:

• Check school Bell Times: to learn when your child’s school starts and ends.

• Enrollment is necessary for the following students: those attending for the first time; those new to the district (they have recently moved into the San Diego Unified boundary or they were previously attending a private school, charter school or were home-schooled: and those who were previously attending a district school, but have moved to a different area of the district.

• Students wishing to attend preschools or child development centers: must enroll through the district’s Early Childhood Education Department and families must attend an enrollment fair. Details are available at Early Childhood Education Department website.

• Visit the district’s Enrollment website for details on the enrollment process. Most school sites will open the week of Aug. 22 for those that need to enroll their child.

• Per SB 277, as of Jan. 1: parents or guardians of students in any school or child care facility, whether public or private, are no longer allowed to submit a personal beliefs exemption to currently required vaccines. Medical exemptions require documentation from a licensed physician (MD/DO).

• Tdap Immunization: Students entering grade 7 and those new to SDUSD in grades 8-12 must show proof of their Tdap immunization against pertussis prior to Aug. 29.
BayView Senior Assisted Living deals with all forms of dementia and Alzheimer’s
BayView Senior Assisted Living is now joined by HarborView Senior Assisted Living. Situated atop Banker’s Hill, overlooking San Diego Bay, HarborView is old world charm meets modern amenities. Backed by a professional, dedicated, and well-trained staff. HarborView Senior Assisted Living specializes in caring for residents suffering from Alzheimer's or other forms of dementia.
BayView Senior Assisted Living’s acquisition of Harbor View Chateau created the premier boutique senior assisted living offering in San Diego. Instead of 17 beds there are now 47 beds to choose from, with varying angles of the incredible views of San Diego, owned by a local San Diego family, dedicated to offering the best care for elderly in San Diego. The owners are not only on site, but their commitment stems from having loved ones of their own suffering from dementia. Their motivation to providing a new approach to housing and caring for elderly in need of loving care is evident in the relationships formed in the process. If interested in BayView or HarborView Assisted Living Communities, we would love the opportunity to discuss how we may be able to best meet your needs, as well as answer any questions you have. We also invite you to visit for a personal tour of our residences. Please contact us at 619-233-8382 to arrange a tour today.

On Thursday, Aug. 11, City of San Diego alerted community members that a failing Torrey pine tree would be removed from 4652 Saratoga Ave. in Ocean Beach on Friday, Aug. 12, starting at 7 a.m. But Ocean Beach residents had other ideas. Activists joined forces to call, cajole and cutoff the city before any chainsaws ever arrived on Saratoga Avenue. By Friday morning, the tree removal had been postponed again — maybe permanently or maybe not. “In light of the recent independent arborist’s analysis of Esperanza, the Torrey pine tree on Saratoga Avenue in Ocean Beach, Friends of Peninsula Trees now agrees with City’s concerns that the tree is not healthy enough to be saved,” the Friends of Peninsula Trees group posted on its Facebook page earlier this week. “The failing condition of the tree is directly as a result of the neglect, improper maintenance and the unqualified tree service that was subcontracted through the City of San Diego. The City has not adhered to its own public tree policy, which led to this unfortunate situation,” according to Friends of Peninsula Trees. But there are other voices within the community who are still against the removal of the tree — so the saga continues. The Torrey pine is 73 feet tall, more than 90 years old, and adjacent to where two other large Torrey pine trees were removed after one of this winter’s El Niño storms caused them to uplift and actively fail. “Public safety is of the utmost importance, and while our goal is to maximize the environmental benefits of trees, we must balance the risk of trees with the preservation of trees,” said Jeremy Barrick, a board-certified master arborist and the city’s Urban Forester Program Manager. Barrick has inspected the subject tree multiple times, as did another board-certified master arborist. Their reports, along with one from a biologist confirming no healthy enough to be saved,” the Friends of Peninsula Trees group posted on its Facebook page earlier this week. “The failing condition of the tree is directly as a result of the neglect, improper maintenance and the unqualified tree service that was subcontracted through the City of San Diego. The City has not adhered to its own public tree policy, which led to this unfortunate situation,” according to Friends of Peninsula Trees. But there are other voices within the community who are still against the removal of the tree — so the saga continues. The Torrey pine is 73 feet tall, more than 90 years old, and adjacent to where two other large Torrey pine trees were removed after one of this winter’s El Niño storms caused them to uplift and actively fail. “Public safety is of the utmost importance, and while our goal is to maximize the environmental benefits of trees, we must balance the risk of trees with the preservation of trees,” said Jeremy Barrick, a board-certified master arborist and the city’s Urban Forester Program Manager. Barrick has inspected the subject tree multiple times, as did another board-certified master arborist. Their reports, along with one from a biologist confirming no

On Aug. 4, the City’s original date to remove the Torrey pine on Saratoga Avenue, OB resident Crystal Rose Sperris climbed up into the tree to make sure it would not be cut down. Friend of Peninsula Trees has offered to partner with and assist the City to ensure other trees and treasured wildlife are not lost in the future. “This will be the City's opportunity to partner with the community to accomplish the city's stated goal for City Urban Forest Plans as a priority,” the group said.
THANK YOU 2016 SUMMER CONCERTS VOLUNTEERS!

GATE GREETERS
Point Loma High School Instrumental Music, Abigail Bates, Kristen Vedder, Lily Pannisidi, Natalie & Katy Stone, Jessica Irving, Katie Cota, Megan & Brook Rodi, Haven Heffernan, Chloe Owens, Cameron Bugbee, Giovanny Orozco, Sean Cauffield, Zander Fettel, Matt Maas, Parker Poorman, Ryan Brist, Tim Cauffield, George Brist, Ceci and Sophia Naranjo, Tom Early, Mia Trompas, Pat Cates, Meghan Pugh, Joseph German

RAFFLE TICKET SELLERS
Margaret Cooper, George Klein, Lynne Doyle, Karan Greenwald, Jacqui Monroe Callan, Ryan Burger, Clint Bruce, Wendy Gillespie, Keely Bamberg

INFO BOOTH HELPERS
Keely Bamberg, Laurie Covill, Fay Fentin

FIELD SETUP
Pioneer Day School

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Martha Phillips, Chair
Wendy Gillespie, Treasurer
Margaret Cooper, Secretary
Kerri De Rosier, Sponsor Liaison
Alicia Shapiro, Social Media and Marketing Director
Bob Randall, Music Director, Main Stage
Clint Bruce, Music Director, Junior Stage
Johnny Bell, Director of Event Production
Ellen Scott, Director of Volunteers and Raffle
Jody Applebaum, Security
Bill Klees, Community Liaison
Ex-officio member David De Rosier, Main Stage Emcee
THANK YOU, SPONSORS, FOR ANOTHER GREAT SEASON!
The San Diego Watercolor Society Presents “Art Deconstructed”

The San Diego Watercolor Society, a non-profit art organization, celebrates over 50 years of being a promoter for the appreciation of and involvement in watermedia painting. With a dedicated, all-volunteer staff, SDWS operates a major Gallery and Education Center at the ARTS DISTRICT Liberty Station and provides a wide array of services and activities that benefit the over 700 members and the public. These include monthly member art exhibits, an extensive art library, a full program of workshops, classes and artist demonstrations (open to members and non-members) and artist-led plein air painting opportunities.

September 1-27, 2016 - Open Weds through Sunday, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m. Opening Reception Friday, September 2, 2016 from 5-8 p.m. at our Gallery in the ARTS DISTRICT Liberty Station.

The Visitors by Carol Mansfeld
Woodland Images by Mary Sue Compton

Ruby Charm, newest accessories store to Liberty Station

Ruby Charm is a new store located in Liberty Station, right next to Panera. We have a wide selection of shoes, accessories, and gifts. In our shoe selection, we have ONEX shoes, which are made in America. With over 30 pairs of shoes to choose from, you are sure to find something you will love! Necklaces, earrings, and bracelets in a variety of colors will catch your attention and comple- ment that outfit you are looking for just the right finish to.

We offer a unique selection of gift items ranging from lotions, candles, to cork cages!

Come and see our unique store offering an excellent variety of shoes, accessories, and gifts!

Looking for Customers

We can help create an ad campaign & Point You in the right direction

Let us help you with your advertising you’ll wonder how you got a-L volcano without us!

Please Call Today!

HEATHER LONG
(858) 232-5638  Heather@sdnews.com

MIKE LONG
(858) 270-3103 x112  MikeL@sdnews.com
It's Almost Time To Head Back To School!

Make sure your child is ready for success in school. It's important to make vision check-ups part of your child's routine medical care. It has been estimated that as much as 80% of the learning a child does occurs through his or her eyes. Fall is the perfect time to make sure your child isn't hampered by poor vision in the classroom.

Today's devices place new demands on your children's eyes whether they already wear glasses or not. Call us about the latest technology to help prevent eye strain while using digital devices.
Have you been contemplating adding a new furry friend to your family? Your new family member may await you at the free, family-oriented eighth annual Doggie Street Festival, held again this year at Liberty Station’s NTC Park Saturday, Aug. 22. The park is located at 2455 Cushing Road, between Dewey and Roosevelt roads, with free parking nearby.

Whether you’re looking for a purebred or a charming mixed breed of puzzling origins – whether dog or cat – you may find your future best friend at one of the festival’s more than 25 participating rescues.

This year’s festival will be the largest ever, with more rescues, more pet-related vendors and renewed emphasis on pet-related activities and education for children and adults, explained founder and organizer Jude Artenstein, a filmmaker and “Pet Lounge” television series creator. Friendly, well-behaved leashed dogs are invited to accompany their humans.

Every year throngs of happy residents surround the pet enclosures, eager to meet that special pet – or even a pair – that’s their perfect match.

More than 25 local rescue organizations, including many breed-specific groups and public shelters, will bring an array of pooches plus a few courageous cats seeking their “forever” homes. New this year, rabbit and parrot rescues will join the region’s largest pet adoption event.

Festival attendees can browse about 100 vendor booths offering a diverse selection of pet-related supplies, food, services, training and veterinary and pet care information, all geared to improving the health and well-being of companion animals.

Artenstein created the festival to promote adoption and contribute to ending euthanasia of orphaned pets. Every year the festival helps rescue groups find homes for more pets. In its early years about 100 dogs found forever homes through the festival. More recently that number has doubled to more than 200 annually, now including cats, bunnies and parrots.

Because of the festival’s success, organizer Artenstein replicated the festival in Los Angeles, now in its fifth year on Sept. 16 and second year in Phoenix Jan. 28.

“My dream is to host Doggie Street Festival in 20 cities across the country. This event is extremely effective at increasing dog and cat adoptions. Together we can make a huge and meaningful difference in the lives of our deserving companion animals,” she said, adding that she is actively seeking festival sponsors to help expand pet adoptions.

The Ocean Beach Library will celebrate its 100th birthday on Saturday, Sept. 10, with a party at the library at 4801 Santa Monica Ave.

The fun will include a DJ playing oldies, beer and wine, and light refreshments. Various Ocean Beach organizations and businesses will have tables in the library, educating partygoers on their history as well as their current activities.

The entire community is invited to the party, which will be from 7 to 10 p.m.

The party will feature a silent auction to raise money for the library’s expansion into the space next door, 4817 Santa Monica Ave., known as the Gee building, which is owned by the City of San Diego and was purchased for the purpose of expanding the library.

The City will study the best ways to adapt the Gee building for library use. Hoped-for renovations should be completed in two years.

The 100th anniversary party committee – part of the O.B. Friends of the Library – is soliciting contributions from the community, both individuals and merchants, and welcomes either items or services for the silent auction as well as cash or check contributions.

All proceeds will go toward the library expansion.

To make a donation, contact committee members George Murphy, chair; Laura Dennison, logistics, or Ellen Liversidge, silent auction, at OBLibrary100@gmail.com, or you can mail a check to OB Friends of the SDPLibrary and write “Expansion” in the memo line.

Everyone loves the
“Las Vegas Antique Jewelry Show”
In the heart of the Point Loma Village
1055 Rosecrans St.
(619)955-5007    www.ALJacobsAndSons.com

FOR SALE
Existing house and approved plans for two new homes

SUNSET CLIFFS
Listed at $969,000
4677 Niagara Ave, San Diego, CA 92107

DAVID SANTISTEVEN
Sr. Exec, Vice President
+1 858 677 5314 | david.santistevan@colliers.com | Lic. No. 00913491
COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL
9406 La Jolla Village Dr., Ste. 100 | San Diego, CA 92122
+1 858 430 1815 | colliers.com/sandiego

WHITE WATER
OCEAN VIEWS

WE CAN FIX IT!

An independent Porsche, BMW, Mercedes Benz, & Mini Cooper service

$99

Engine and Transmission Repairs
Suspension Repair
Alignments and Corner Balancing
Fuel Injection/Computer Diagnosis
Air Conditioning Services and Repair
Parts and Labor Warranty

Serving San Diego drivers since 1960

Check out our specials at www.dietersmotorsports.com

619.234.8106
1633 MARKET ST. • SAN DIEGO, CA 92101

LIFESTYLE
La Jolla High School has contributed much to the music world, with members of such acclaimed bands as Ratt, The Beat Farmers and Rilo Kiley, as well soloists such as Alison Brown, amongst its alumni.

A newer addition to the list is rock quintet, Stone Horse, who host a special afternoon CD release show at Winston’s on Aug. 27 for their sophomore album, “Nobody Rides For Free.” Formed in 2009, the band is built around two of the school’s former students, singer Danielle Spade and guitarist Carlos Rodriguez with Dave Steinman on drums, Arthur Nobilette on guitar and new addition Jeffrey Bloom, also a former La Jolla High student, on bass, playing original music in the classic rock tradition.

For Rodriguez, it’s all the culmination of a lifelong dream of making it in the music business. “I’ve been playing since I was 14, that’s 44 years,” Rodriguez recalled. “I’m not even sure if people get “signed” anymore, but I think we’ve put together something really good, so we’re giving it our best shot to take things to the next level.”

Originally a drummer, he caught the guitar bug the same way millions of others did, via television. “Once I saw the Beatles and the Rolling Stones on the ‘Ed Sullivan Show,’ it was all over,” he laughed. He was soon playing teen parties of the early ‘70s in the La Jolla area. Much of the music he played then is still a focus of his set list today. While Stone Horse is known for their originals, they also play choice cover tunes by the likes of The Allman Brothers and Free. “In my playing, I’m all about Keith Richards, Ronnie Wood and Mick Taylor of the Stones,” Rodriguez said, “so we do some of their tunes as well.”

The band’s previous effort, “Grit” (2014), was well received, scoring a San Diego Music Awards nomination for “Best Rock Album” the following year, but Rodriguez considers “Nobody Rides For Free,” to be superior in every way. Recorded at Big Fish Studios, which has had people like Burt Bacharach, Switchfoot and Anoushka Shankar in its workspace, Rodriguez is thrilled with the way the album sounds.

“The last album was really good, but there are two reasons why the new one is just better. First the production is fantastic, the whole album sounds great, especially considering we have so many different sounds in there, from Southern rock to ska. And second, we have more voices in the mix when it comes to songwriting, so it feels like more of a band effort.” The album’s first single, “Look What I’ve Done,” is being promoted via a video filmed at Winston’s.

The band is hoping to tour, but Rodriguez is realistic about it. “We definitely plan to, but we all have day jobs,” he said. “So we have to work around that. We probably will have a few long weekend-type things over the next year.”

He’s aware that touring is harder than ever, but is looking forward to a little road work and bringing his band’s music to the masses. “Playing live is my favorite thing,” he said. “I love seeing the reactions from people when we play one of our originals and I love the support of the local community.” Rodriguez remarked. With four decades of experience under his belt, happy just to be making music.

“I like the possibilities of the band going into the future,” he said good-naturedly. “It gives me a chance to live out my adolescent fantasies.”

---

**Stone Horse to rock Winston’s with CD release show**

BY BART MENDOZA | THE BEACON

La Jolla High School has contributed much to the music world, with members of such acclaimed bands as Ratt, The Beat Farmers and Rilo Kiley, as well soloists such as Alison Brown, amongst its alumni.

A newer addition to the list is rock quintet, Stone Horse, who host a special afternoon CD release show at Winston’s on Aug. 27 for their sophomore album, “Nobody Rides For Free.” Formed in 2009, the band is built around two of the school’s former students, singer Danielle Spade and guitarist Carlos Rodriguez with Dave Steinman on drums, Arthur Nobilette on guitar and new addition Jeffrey Bloom, also a former La Jolla High student, on bass, playing original music in the classic rock tradition.

For Rodriguez, it’s all the culmination of a lifelong dream of making it in the music business. “I’ve been playing since I was 14, that’s 44 years,” Rodriguez recalled. “I’m not even sure if people get “signed” anymore, but I think we’ve put together something really good, so we’re giving it our best shot to take things to the next level.”

Originally a drummer, he caught the guitar bug the same way millions of others did, via television. “Once I saw the Beatles and the Rolling Stones on the ‘Ed Sullivan Show,’ it was all over,” he laughed. He was soon playing teen parties of the early ‘70s in the La Jolla area. Much of the music he played then is still a focus of his set list today. While Stone Horse is known for their originals, they also play choice cover tunes by the likes of The Allman Brothers and Free. “In my playing, I’m all about Keith Richards, Ronnie Wood and Mick Taylor of the Stones,” Rodriguez said, “so we do some of their tunes as well.”

The band’s previous effort, “Grit” (2014), was well received, scoring a San Diego Music Awards nomination for “Best Rock Album” the following year, but Rodriguez considers “Nobody Rides For Free,” to be superior in every way. Recorded at Big Fish Studios, which has had people like Burt Bacharach, Switchfoot and Anoushka Shankar in its workspace, Rodriguez is thrilled with the way the album sounds.

“The last album was really good, but there are two reasons why the new one is just better. First the production is fantastic, the whole album sounds great, especially considering we have so many different sounds in there, from Southern rock to ska. And second, we have more voices in the mix when it comes to songwriting, so it feels like more of a band effort.” The album’s first single, “Look What I’ve Done,” is being promoted via a video filmed at Winston’s.

The band is hoping to tour, but Rodriguez is realistic about it. “We definitely plan to, but we all have day jobs,” he said. “So we have to work around that. We probably will have a few long weekend-type things over the next year.”

He’s aware that touring is harder than ever, but is looking forward to a little road work and bringing his band’s music to the masses. “Playing live is my favorite thing,” he said. “I love seeing the reactions from people when we play one of our originals and I love the support of the local community.” Rodriguez remarked. With four decades of experience under his belt, happy just to be making music.

“I like the possibilities of the band going into the future,” he said good-naturedly. “It gives me a chance to live out my adolescent fantasies.”

---

**Nelson Photo**

**CLASSES**

- Nikon Speedlight Class - With Alan Hess
  - Saturday, September 17, 2016 - 9:30 AM
- Basic Digital SLR Camera Class
  - Saturday, September 17, 2016 - 1:00 PM
- Taking Better Photos of Your Pet - With Colleen Carver
  - Saturday, September 24, 2016 - 2:30 PM
- Intermediate Digital SLR Camera Class - "Going Manual!"
  - Saturday, November 5, 2016 - 1:00 PM

**Art in the Park x 2**

**Thursdays**

**August 18, 2016**

- The Peninsula Beacon

**Ocean Beach Historical Society program on Dr. Fred Baker**

The Ocean Beach Historical Society program on Fred Baker, M.D., pioneer San Diego physician and civic activist, by Jim Baker, will take place at P.L. United Methodist Church, 1984 Sunset Cliffs Blvd., 7 p.m. Aug. 18.

Jim Baker is a descendant of one of Point Loma’s founding families. He will discuss his great-grandfather Dr. Fred, from his younger days in Ohio, to his arrival in San Diego in 1888. Fred Baker moved to Point Loma in 1898.
WRITE OUT LOUD, an organization founded in 2007 with a commitment to inspire, challenge and entertain by reading short stories aloud for a live audience – announces the 7th Annual TwainFest to take place on Saturday, August 20th from 11am – 5pm in Old Town San Diego State Historic Park, San Diego. TwainFest is produced by Write Out Loud and sponsored by Fiesta de Reyes in association with Old Town San Diego State Historic Park.

TwainFest, now a tradition for many San Diego families, is an all-day FREE festival celebrating Mark Twain and the literature and culture of 19th Century America. There is something for everyone at this festive old-fashioned gathering at the park. Presentations occur at a variety of park venues throughout the day.

Returning Festival Favorites:
Local San Diego performers present 19th Century stories and poems by Mark Twain, Robert Louis Stevenson, Walt Whitman, Eugene Field, Cervantes and many more at venues throughout the park. Prof. Pudd’nhead & Co. puppets will delight the little ones. Cygnet Theatre’s Storytelling on the Green troupe presents abridged Shakespeare designed for young people. Giant puppets of Mark Twain, Emily Dickinson, Paul Laurence Dunbar and Edgar Allan Poe will wander the green. An arcade of unique literary games and activities designed especially for TwainFest will entertain players of all ages at the park. The Election of 1872, Jim Hawkins Treasure Hunt, Wheel of Fiction and Telegraph Crunch are just a few activities that join sack races, ring toss and other games of the period to assure a fun-filled yet educational day for all ages.

A 19th Century Spelling Bee will run throughout the day as well as a community wide Never Ending Story, to which anyone who wishes may contribute. For those who want to dress up in period attire there's a 19th Century Literary Costume Contest. A backdrop of 19th Century music enlivens the day's activities. Free books are provided to all who participate in 5 or more activities.

New To TwainFest for 2016:
Each year, Write Out Loud strives to expand and diversify the cultural family friendly offerings for TwainFest. This year, three new presentations join returning festival favorites. The Authors Salon will provide the opportunity to meet Mark Twain, Lewis Carroll, Emily Dickinson and other beloved writers of the period.

A Civil War Field Encampment, complete with General Grant, will provide classes for all ages in fife and drum and artillery.

In addition to TwainFest, Write Out Loud – led by Artistic Director, Veronica Murphy and Executive Director, Walter Ritter – provides the community five other core programs serving over 16,000 people annually. Additional programs include a six show season of Story Concerts presented at Old Town Theatre, Stories for Seniors, StoryBox Theatre for elementary students, Read Imagine Create for teens and Poetry Out Loud for high school students.
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New league, challenges for Pointers football

By SCOTT HOPKINS | The Beacon

Perhaps the Point Loma High football team has made a smart move in preparing itself for the upcoming season by holding all practices at least familiar David Wells Field, home of the school's baseball team.

Forced to abandon their usual Ben- nie Edwards Field on campus due to field restructuring and resurfacing of the running track, the Pointers have taken up residence on the outfield of the pristine new artificial turf surface at Dana Middle School (see related story).

And they’ll be there for awhile. The team will not play a true home game until Oct. 21 when rival Cathed- ral Catholic arrives for a 3 p.m. West- ern League game.

Yes, that’s the other big change for the Pointers in 2016 as the top five schools in the City Conference were selected for re-leaguing based on recent records. Joining the Pointers and Don Bosco is Madison, Mira Mesa and St. Augustine.

For head coach Mike Hastings and his veteran staff, the new league means greater challenges after biding farewell to former league foes such as La Jolla and Mission Bay. Hastings, who is entering his 19th season as Pointer head coach, has compiled a record of 130 wins, 77 losses and two ties including an 8-4 mark last year.

Maybe '16’s early road games aren’t so bad after all, since the 2015 team went 4-1 on the road and only 3-3 at home en route to an 8-4 over- all record that included a CI playoff. 58-0 blitz of Poway and a last-minute 28-24 to county power Ocean- side when a game-winning Pointer TD was called back.

As always, prep football rosters turn over quickly, and despite the loss of such college-bound players as Julius Agho, Caleb Johnson, Cameron Calcutt and Kimo Katahashi, Hast- ings feels he has the players to replace them. He sat down after a recent practice to assess the strongest mem- bers of the 2016 team:

Quarterback: “Kyle Grady (Jr., 6’2”, 160), pounds, is in stepping as our starting quarterback. He worked real- ly hard in the off-season and he’s rel- atively healthy and shoulders above where he was last year and ready to take over.”

Running backs: “We lost one to transfer and another moved away, but we’re fortunate to have Josh Ball (Jr., 6’1”, 195) coming back healthy. And at our fullback position, Matthew Van Heuven added.

Receivers: “Patrick Rutledge (Sr., 6’2”, 195) is probably our best pass catcher. Gabe Hall (Sr., 6’4”, 195) had some injuries the last two years, but he’s healthy and looks really good right now.”

Defensive backs: “Returning starter Anthony Pelayo (Sr., 5’11”, 165) has really worked hard. As a senior, he’s ready to anchor the sec- ondary. Malik Moore (Jr., 6’1”, 165) returns as a returning starter but has an injury now that may put him out for the first couple games. J.L. Skinner (Soph., 6’5”, 165) is going to be a tremendous free safety for us and Hall is an important part of this group too.”

Special teams: “We have a couple of guys, Oscar Borjon (Sr., 5’6”, 130) kicked for us on the JV last year, and then Fa’alele, who can do just about anything, is also a tremendous punter so I think we’re going to fill the void by committee at kicker. We’ll definitely be finding someone during training camp. That placekicking job is one place we’re looking for someone to step forward.”

Intangibles: “We’ve done our retreat to Big Bear every summer for 15 years, and this year’s team really had a strong bond coming out of the mountains. They really came togeth- er and figured out what they want from their team this year. I think the teamwork aspect of this group is strong. They just need to keep their mentality high and they’ll go far in this new league and new opportuni- ty we have in front of us.”

The new league: “We like the opportunity and challenge to play against these schools. Three of them (Cathedral, St. Augustine and Mira Mesa) were in our old Eastern League and the other (Madison) has been in our league the last several years. ‘It’s unfortunate we lost some traditional rivalries (Mission Bay and La Jolla are gone) but we look forward to these renewed rivalries which our kids love to play.”

Players attracting college interest: Seniors: “Sheldon is starting to get some real strong looks. He is a very good student so has the aca- demic and the football ability to play at the next level. Daniels is a tremen- dous player being recruited by 1-AA schools and the small Div. 1 schools.”

Juniors: “Players such as Grady, who has a 4.5 GPA, and has been touring Ivy League schools this sum- mer has opportunities there and with larger Div. 1 schools. Then you look at Fa’alele who will have tremendous opportunities at the large schools. Fol- son is already generating a number of looks from big schools. I believe all of these kids will have tremendous opportunities to play at the college level.”

Returning All-League players: Fa’alele, Daniels and Rutledge. Hon- orable Mention: Folsom.

Hastings takes his 2016 squad to Cathedral for a four-team scrimmage on Aug. 19 that also includes Mission hills and Fastlake. Varsity action begins at 6 p.m. The season opener is at Oceanview’s El Camino High 7 p.m. Aug, 26.
Point Loma, Ocean Beach & 92110 Real Estate

3329 Lowell St Pt. Loma
3BA plus option 1. 3BR 3466 sq ft $1,699,900
200K PRICE REDUCTION! Beautiful home in picturesque Point Loma with spectacular Ocean Views! All 3 bedrooms and 3 baths located on the second floor with views. Large master bedroom has powered blinds and French style doors that provide ocean and city views. Upgraded bathrooms include designer faucets and sinks and master bath with beautiful tile throughout. Third story provides a bonus family room with wet bar, office, and huge wrap-around balcony with views of the ocean, city, islands, and downtown.

Connie Kenny
619-993-6918
connieknenny221@gmail.com
CalBRE# 01409974

REPRESENTING THE MILITARY CLIENT AND THEIR FAMILIES EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1988

Connie’s family has served in the armed services since the 1940’s. From a prominent military family past, present and future she has built her relocation process. She is a full service realtor starting with the VA lender, help with the process through the PEB, and each have their own courtyards and fences. Quiet neighborhood, wide, church-lined street, and just 3 short blocks to the beach.

4762-64 Saratoga Ave. OCEAN BEACH DUPLEX
$1,375,000 - $1,450,000 MLS#160034953

Jenny Lai 858-349-4119 jenyclai@gmail.com

OPENS SAT & SUN 1-4

Through hard work, strong ethics, honesty and a vast knowledge in the many areas of real estate over the last 24 years, I can provide my clients with a high level of service and satisfaction

If your thinking of buying or selling a home, please call Michael Panissidi your area specialist for all your real estate needs.

4444 W Point Loma Blvd # 83 | 1 BR/1BA | 802 sq ft
Beautiful, newly remodeled single level condo 1.5 miles to the Beach! Light and bright, plenty of storage.
Diane Sullivan 619-990-2297 | diane@dianesullivanrealestate.com

Our industry-leading agents are committed to delivering extraordinary service and results to every client. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices California Properties agents provide the market knowledge and expertise to give you the best results on every transaction.

Focusing on customer service and integrity ensures our agents live up to the Berkshire Hathaway name. The dedication to service has made our company the leader in Southern California, and that success is built by our agents helping one client at a time.

Jennifer Anfuso
REALTOR® 858-945-3229 janfuso@bhhspscal.com
GALORE 144-1420

Point Loma | $765,000
2095 McCall 301 | 2BR/2BA | 1,294 sq ft
Beautiful Tuscany Style Condo Complex in La Playa, just steps to Kellogg Beach. Upgraded with stainless steel appliances, granite slab counters, wood and travertine flooring. TOP FLOOR UNIT.
Michael Panissidi 619-247-2114 | mp4realty@gmail.com

La Playa + Skyline & Ocean Views

3115 Talbot | 4BR/3BA | 2,340 sq ft
Rare opportunity to live in a home in the original La Playa district designed by famed local architect Larry Pappe who completely rebuilt it in 2003. Cheddar, cream and green walls, soaring 20 ft ceilings, crown moldings throughout, fireplace, skylights, and custom elements, the custom contemporary design is tasteful. 2 story views of mountains, Bays, Mexico, & Ocean from open concept, 360 degree views, dust free 4 BR/3 BA, elevator & private walking distance to restaurants, Shelter Island, yacht clubs, and ferry.
Polly Rogers 619-774-2565 | polly@pollyrogers.com

OPENS SAT & SUN 1-4

1150 Anchorage Lane # 108 | 3BR/2BA | 1,658 sq ft
Rarely available, lovely single level condo in a resort style community within walking distance to Shelter Island and the Village of Point Loma. Lots of large windows and a large private patio for entertaining.
Diane Sullivan 619-990-2297 | diane@dianesullivanrealestate.com

4261 La Rivera Lane | 4BR | 8.5BA
Charming Spanish style, 2 story, 4 bedrooms, 2.5 bath in highly sought after La Rivera. Enjoy 2 private patios, full laundry room, a fireplace and 2 assigned, covered parking places.
Diane Sullivan 619-990-2297 | diane@dianesullivanrealestate.com

Point Loma | $650,000
4444 W Point Loma Blvd # 83 | 1 BR/1BA | 802 sq ft
Beautiful, newly remodeled single level condo 1.5 miles to the Beach! Light and bright, plenty of storage.
Diane Sullivan 619-990-2297 | diane@dianesullivanrealestate.com

Point Loma | $6,688,889
360 San Gorgonio | 6BR/6BA | 8,800 sq ft
Trippy Estate with Panoramic Views “Villa Porta Lina”. Set in the highly sought-after La Playa neighborhood, this home offers privacy, cooling sea breezes and commanding views from nearly every room.
Michael Panissidi 619-247-2114 | mp4realty@gmail.com

1503 Scranton Street | 2 stories | 3,295 sq ft
Beautiful move in ready, 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath, 2 story, end unit townhome. Newer quality remodel, direct access from the private 2 car garage into the home. Plenty of greenery outside every window, lots of parking for guests.
Diane Sullivan 619-990-2297 | diane@dianesullivanrealestate.com

OPENS SAT & SUN 1-4

Michael Panissidi
619-247-2114
mp4realty@gmail.com
CalBRE# 01443032
858-774-2565 | polly@pollyrogers.com

Michael Panissidi
619-247-2114
mp4realty@gmail.com
CalBRE# 01443032
858-774-2565 | polly@pollyrogers.com

Jennifer Anfuso
REALTOR® 858-945-3229 jenfuso@bhhspscal.com
GALORE 144-1420

Point Loma | $2,450,000
1079 Leroy Street | 4BR/4BA | 4,104 sq ft
Breathtaking views from most areas of this stunning home. A completely brand new remodel. Designer upgrades throughout, an oversized back yard & a full sized 2 car garage.
Jennie E. Smith 858-500-1117 | jennie@allinagroupinc.net

Point Loma

2920 Perry | 1BR plus office | 3.5BA | 3,180 sq ft
La Plata duplex opportunity 1 block to San Diego Bay waterfront, view. Plans in final stage of approval. 3.5 BR home with 2 car garage, 2 story, 3500 sq ft. Pool, cabana. Large 2 story deck - perfect location on a quiet cul-de-sac street off of San Antonio Valley to South bay. Enjoy Club and Kellogg Beach. Start your new home search & find it for you! 858-486-5294 | tracie@fojilagensmt.com

Point Loma

4444 W Point Loma Blvd # 83 | 1 BR/1BA | 802 sq ft
Beautiful, newly remodeled single level condo 1.5 miles to the Beach! Light and bright, plenty of storage.
Diane Sullivan 619-990-2297 | diane@dianesullivanrealestate.com

Point Loma | $765,000
2955 McCall 301 | 2BR/2BA | 1,294 sq ft
Beautiful Tuscany Style Condo Complex in La Playa, just steps to Kellogg Beach. Upgraded with stainless steel appliances, granite slab counters, wood and travertine flooring. TOP FLOOR UNIT.
Michael Panissidi 619-247-2114 | mp4realty@gmail.com

Mission Valley | $610,000
6033 Gaines Street | 3BR/2.5BA
Beautiful, move in ready, 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath, 2 story, end unit townhome. Newer quality remodel, direct access from the private 2 car garage into the home. Plenty of greenery outside every window, lots of parking for guests.
Diane Sullivan 619-990-2297 | diane@dianesullivanrealestate.com

Connie’s family has served in the armed services since the 1940’s. From a prominent military family past, present and future she has built her career representing the military client. She specializes and understands the relocation process. She is a full service realtor starting with the VA lender, purchase, sale and property management.
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POINT LOMA / OCEAN BEACH / CROWN POINT / LINDA VISTA

Fri 9am-12pm 380 San Antonio Ave 15 2BR/2BA $690,000-$725,000 July Irwin 619-985-3830
Sat 1-4pm 380 San Antonio Ave 15 2BR/2BA $690,000-$725,000 July Irwin 619-985-3830
Sun 1-4pm 3130 Avenue de Portugal 305 2BR/2BA $495,000 Annie Coleman 619-977-2457
Sun 1-4pm 3329 Pacific St 3BR/3BA $1,649,000 Tiffany Truax 619-504-9264
Sun 1-4 4444 W Pt Loma Blvd #4B 1BR/1BA $380,000 Diane Sullivan 619-990-2387
Sun 1-4 1150 Anchorage Lane #108 3BR/2BA $650,000 Diane Sullivan 619-990-2387
Sat & Sun 12-4pm 804 Bangor St 3BR/4.5BA $2,669,000 Steve Cairncross 866-859-3370
Sat & Sun 1-4pm 3443 Freeman St 4BR/3BA $935,000-$955,000 Maureen McGrath 619-922-3441
Sat 11am-2pm 3321 Kinglsey St 3BR/2BA $795,000-$825,000 Tami Fuller 619-226-3634
Sun 10-3pm 3301 Kinglsey St 3BR/2BA $795,000-$825,000 Tami Fuller 619-226-3634
Sun 1-4pm 155 Saxxy Street 6BR/5BA $2,495,000-$2,699,000 Calina Russell 619-226-8275
Sat 10am 4477 Mentor Street 1BR/1B $249,000 Calina Russell 619-226-8275

LA JOLLA / UCSD

Sat 1-4pm 5787 Belle Vue Ave 4BR/4.5BA $2,795,000 Mina Kazemzadeh 619-337-3511
Sat 1-4pm 245 Coast Blvd 2BR/2BA $1,295,000 Eric Christian Eaton 619-549-1966
Sun 1-4pm 7177 East Ave 3BR/2BA $1,540,000 June Fischer 619-946-4039
Sun 1-4pm 511 Center St 3BR/2BA $1,795,000 Caryl Suzanne 619-920-3507
Sun 1-4pm 7316 Ranely Pl 5BR/5.5BA $3,500,000 Vannie Melesio 866-386-3413
Sun 1-4pm 7742 Whittlatch Pl 6BR/5.5BA The Reed Team 866-395-4033
Sun 1-4pm 6396 Galiano Dr 4BR/3BA $1,795,000 Melissa Duncan 866-635-7667
Sun 2pm-5pm 9677 Clabornq Sq 2BR/2BA $1,069,876-$1,174,876 Diane Melesio 619-551-3439
Sat & Sun 1-4pm 1895 Nalutak St 4BR/3.5BA $1,498,000-$1,560,000attle High 866-886-9233
Sat & Sun 1-4 1615 Valdes Dr 5BR/5BA $4,990,000 Thomas Moran 858-405-7609

PACIFIC BEACH/MISSION BEACH

Sat 1-4pm 840 Torquay #10 ST0 3BR/2BA $375,000 Tami Fuller 619-226-3634
Sun 1-4pm 1221 Yan Neko St 4BR/2BA $1,795,000 Russ Estioboa 619-276-1177

NORMAL HEIGHTS

11am-2pm 4470 Cherokee Ave 3BR/2BA $619,000-$665,000 Tami Fuller 619-226-3634

LA JOLLA / UCSD

Sat 1-4pm 5787 Belle Vue Ave 4BR/4.5BA $2,795,000 Mina Kazemzadeh 619-337-3511
Sat 1-4pm 245 Coast Blvd 2BR/2BA $1,295,000 Eric Christian Eaton 619-549-1966
Sun 1-4pm 7177 East Ave 3BR/2BA $1,540,000 June Fischer 619-946-4039
Sun 1-4pm 511 Center St 3BR/2BA $1,795,000 Caryl Suzanne 619-920-3507
Sun 1-4pm 7316 Ranely Pl 5BR/5.5BA $3,500,000 Vannie Melesio 866-386-3413
Sun 1-4pm 7742 Whittlatch Pl 6BR/5.5BA The Reed Team 866-395-4033
Sun 1-4pm 6396 Galiano Dr 4BR/3BA $1,795,000 Melissa Duncan 866-635-7667
Sun 2pm-5pm 9677 Clabornq Sq 2BR/2BA $1,069,876-$1,174,876 Diane Melesio 619-551-3439
Sat & Sun 1-4pm 1895 Nalutak St 4BR/3.5BA $1,498,000-$1,560,000attle High 866-886-9233
Sat & Sun 1-4 1615 Valdes Dr 5BR/5BA $4,990,000 Thomas Moran 858-405-7609

PACIFIC BEACH/MISSION BEACH

Sat 1-4pm 840 Torquay #10 ST0 3BR/2BA $375,000 Tami Fuller 619-226-3634
Sun 1-4pm 1221 Yan Neko St 4BR/2BA $1,795,000 Russ Estioboa 619-276-1177

NORMAL HEIGHTS

11am-2pm 4470 Cherokee Ave 3BR/2BA $619,000-$665,000 Tami Fuller 619-226-3634
The 39th America's Finest City Half Marathon (AFC Half) and AFC 5K are scheduled for 6:30 a.m. Sunday, Aug. 21, announced Neil Finn Sports Management Inc., the event organizer.

The AFC Half is expected to host a field of more than 7,000 elite, recreational and inspirational runners hailing from approximately 46 states and 14 countries. The accompanying AFC 5K typically attracts an additional 800 runners and walkers.

The AFC Half’s point-to-point 13.1-mile course starts at historic Cabrillo National Monument, past Fort Rosecrans National Cemetery, through quaint Point Loma neighborhoods, along the San Diego Bay and through downtown San Diego before finishing in historic Balboa Park in front of the Hall of Champions. The accompanying AFC 5K, 3.1-mile run/walk starts and finishes in Balboa Park in front of the Hall of Champions. The 5K will start at 6:15 a.m. with the half-marathon kicking off at 6:30 a.m.

The race weekend also includes a two-day AFC Fitness Expo to be held at the Sheraton San Diego Hotel & Marina Pavilion (1380 Harbor Island Drive) on Friday, Aug. 19, noon to 6 p.m. and Saturday, Aug. 20 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The 2016 America's Finest City Half Marathon will benefit the Cabrillo National Monument Foundation, the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network and other local charities.

For more information on the race, road closures, or to register, visit www.afchalf.com, you may also email at info@afchalf.com or call (760) 692-2900.

**COMMUNITY**

adamantly opposed to adding new stadium lighting filed a class-action lawsuit against SDUSD. They claim new lighting will harm their quality of life adding more noise, crime and visual pollution to their already overcrowded and impacted neighborhood. They also fear further commercialization of the PLHS stadium by outside interests, which they claim doesn’t benefit local students or the community.

“We met with school district officials Aug. 1 and both parties have agreed to all-day mediation with a retired judge,” said PLHS neighbors’ attorney Robert P. Ottilie. “We decided we should sit down and take one shot at trying to resolve this issue.”

Ottilie said there’s an existing pool of several competent retired judges to draw upon. The attorney explained mediation is unlike arbitration, another legal device used in an attempt to avoid lawsuits and drawn-out court battles.

“The mediator is not like an arbitrator who has to make a (judgment) call,” Ottilie pointed out. “The mediator’s job is merely to get both sides together to attempt to get a resolution.”

Ottilie discussed the legal basis of the PLHS neighbors’ case.

“There are three causes of action,” he said. “The first is we’re challenging whether (SDUSD) appropriately considered an environmental impact under the California Environmental Quality Act, and whether they correctly identified impacts that could not be mitigated, and actually sought reasonable alternatives.”

The neighbors’ attorney said a court ruling in their favor on that first count could have far-reaching impacts.

“If we win on that cause of action, then the school district has to do the (environmental report) over,” Ottilie said.

On the second count, Ottilie said, “We’re contending that the SDUSD hearing on the issue was a sham, that the district’s leadership had already made up their minds on (approving) the (stadium lights) project.”

**READ MORE ONLINE AT** sdnews.com